
Popular summary: "A Comparison of the Stratospheric Age-Spectra from Data
Assimilation Models and Implications for the Transport of Trace Gases"

This paper analyzes the transport properties of the meteorological data sets that are now

widely used for the transport of trace gases in 3D models of stratospheric ozone na_i_.

These 3D models are being used for ozone layer assessment purposes, and in climate

models for the stratospheric transport of aerosols.

We have found a number of serious problems with the meteorological data sets. The

most serious is that the tropical stratosphere is not very isolated from mid-laltitudes

(contrary to observations). This means that CFC's and other gases, which enter the

stratosphere in the tropics, would move too quickly to mid-latitudes and probably exit the

stratosphere before releasing the chlorine. Observations of long lived trace gases show

that this doesn't happen.

The analyses show that the excessive tropical ventilation of the stratosphere appears to be
endemic to assimilation meteorological analyses. We show also that the general

circulation model (GCM) upon which the assimilation is based does not exhibit the

tropical ventilation problem. We speculate that improved tropical physics in the GCM

would reduce the tropical ventilation.
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Abstract

We use kinematic and diabatic back trajectory calculations, driven by winds from a

general circulation model (GCM) and two different data assimilation systems (DAS), to

compute the age spectrum at three latitudes in the lower stratosphere. The age-spectra

are compared to chemical transport model (CTM) calculations, and the mean ages from

all of these studies are compared to observations. The age spectra computed using the

GCM winds show a reasonably well-isolated tropics in good agreement with

observations; however, the age spectra determined from the DAS differ from the GCM

spectra. For the diabatic trajectory calculations, the age spectrum is too broad as a result

of too much exchange between the tropics and mid-latitudes. The age spectrum

determined using the kinematic trajectory calculation is less broad and lacks an age

offset; both of these features are due to excessive vertical dispersion of parcels. The

tropical and mid-latitude mean age difference between the diabatically and kinematically

determined age-spectra is about one year, the former being older. The CTM calculation

of the age spectrum using the DAS winds shows the same dispersive characteristics of the

kinematic trajectory calculation. These results suggest that the current DAS products will

not give realistic trace gas distributions for long integrations; they also help explain why

the mean ages determined in a number of previous DAS driven CTM's are too young

compared with observations. Finally, we note trajectory-generated age spectra show

significant age anomalies correlated with the seasonal cycles, and these anomalies can be

linked to year-to-year variations in the tropical heating rate. These anomalies are

suppressed in the CTM spectra suggesting that the CTM transport is too diffusive.

1. Introduction

One of the goals of data assimilation is to produce a meteorological analysis realistic

enough to enable chemical modelers, using chemical transport models (CTM's) and

observations, to diagnose the chemical reaction system [Rood et al., 1989]. While it is

generally agreed that steady improvement in assimilation systems has been made, the

simulation of long lived tracer fields by assimilation systems continues to show



significantbiases[Douglassetal., 2001,2002]. Thegoalof this paperis to examinethe
overallstratospherictransportpropertiesof two dataassimilationsystems(DAS), andthe
underlyingcoregeneralcirculationmodel(GCM) of oneof them,with the intentof
explainingthedifferencesbetweenthesimulationsandobservations.Theapproachwe
takeis to computetheagespectrumat selectedpointswithin thestratosphereandfrom
thespectrumcomputethemeanagefor comparisonwith observations.

Theageof air conceptis reviewedin WaughandHall [2002]. Theage-spectrumis the
probabilitydistributionfunctionof thetransittimesof parcelsfrom asourceregionto the
sampleregion. Theage-spectrum,thusdefined,is afunctionof both time andspace,and
containsall the informationon thetransittimesbetweentheentryof air into the
stratosphereandits appearanceat agivencoordinate.Theagespectrumcanbe
connectedto thechemicaldistributionof bothlong andshort-livedgases[Hall and
Plumb,1994;HolzerandHall, 2000,Schoeberlet al.,2000]. Themeanageis thefirst
momentof theagespectrum.

Hall andPlumb[1994]showedthatfor a stationarycirculation,theagespectrummaybe
determinedby plottingtheevolutionof a long livedtracegasin apulserelease
experiment. Likewisefor astationarycirculationwith a linearlyincreasingsourcegas
(e.g.CO2,SFr),themixing ratiocanbedirectlyrelatedto themeanage.Thusthe
chemicalmodelcomputedmeanagecanbecomparedto observations[Waughet al.
1997;HolzerandHall, 2000].

Thestationarityassumptionmeansthattheagespectrumis only a functionof thetransit
time. Thatis, theage-spectrumis assumedto be independentof theactualpoint in time
thatthespectrumis computed.To first order,thestratosphericcirculationcanbe
considerednearlystationary:air risesin thetropicsanddescendsat mid-latitudes. Indeed
thecharacterizationsof stratospherictransportasasimplediffuser [PlumbandKo, 1992]
or a"tropicalpipe" [Plumb,1996;Shiaetal., 1998]or "leakytropicalpipe" [Neuand
Plumb,1999]imply thatto first orderthetransportsystemcanbeapproximatedby a
simple,stationarycirculation. However,our calculationsshowthatthedeparturefrom
stationaritybecomeslargerawayfrom thelowertropicalstratospheredueto seasonaland
interseasonalvariations. Thusthepulsegasreleasemethodof computingtheage
spectrumbecomesincreasinglyinaccurateawayfrom thesourceregionfor anon-
stationaryflow [HolzerandHall, 2000]. A moreappropriatechoicefor agespectrum
computationis thetrajectorycalculation. In thetrajectorymethod,a largenumberof
parcelsarereleasedandintegratedbackwardor forwardin timeuntil they interactwith
thesourceregion(typically thetropopause).Thetrajectorymethodallowsthe
computationof theexactagespectrum,G(x,y,z,z,t),wherex is thetransit timeandthe
othervariableshavetheir usualmeaning.Thetrajectorymethoddoesnot relyon the
flow beingstationary.

Theforwardtrajectoryapproach,asusedby Eluszkiewiczetal. [2000] (hereafterE2000),
parcelsarecontinuouslyreleasedat thetropical tropopauseandthenremovedwhenthey
re-enterthetroposphere.Oncethesystemhasreachedsteadystate,thehistogramof
parcel"ages" for agivenlocationis theagespectrum.Thedisadvantageof the forward



trajectory technique is that in trajectory models, the parcel density decreases with altitude

at roughly the same rate as the atmospheric density. Thus the calculation requires a very

large number of parcels to be forward integrated for a long time so that the age spectrum

can be resolved high altitudes.

With backward trajectory calculations, parcels are initialized in a small volume and the

model is run backward in time until the parcels have crossed into the troposphere. The

spectrum is computed from the transit times. Unlike the forward trajectory approach, the

results from backward trajectory calculations are statistically robust, but are still

computationally expensive since the whole calculation has to be repeated for every grid

point and time. In this paper we will use the backward trajectory approach but limit
ourselves to three latitudes. It should be noted, however, that if the circulation is not

stationary, the forward and backward trajectory approaches yield different results.

This paper follows two important works that have also looked at the mean ages computed

for models. In the first, Hall et al. [1999] computed the mean age for a large number of

2-D and 3-D models to assess their transport characteristics. The model mean ages were

computed from the age spectrum as derived from pulse gas experiments for each model.

Hall et al. [1999] classified the models based upon the age distribution as having too

much (Class A) or too little (Class C) tropical isolation. Among the models tested, nearly

all showed too young a mean age suggesting excessive vertical transport or excessive

mixing of mid-latitude air into the tropics.

The second, E2000, focused on the transport schemes themselves using GCM winds.

E2000 compared the transport of a "Pinatubo" type tracer release with various Eulerian

including second and fourth order schemes, upstream difference schemes, semi-

Lagrangian schemes and trajectory calculations. E2000 found that the computed age of

air was sensitive to the type of scheme used. They also noted that a diabatic trajectory

calculation produced the most reasonable transport simulation. E2000 also found that if

the trajectory model used the GCM vertical velocities instead of diabatic heating rates,

the tracer transport showed significant vertical dispersion of parcels. Although the

enhanced vertical dispersion associated with kinematic trajectory calculations has been

noted in the past, it has always been presumed to be a result of improper temporal

sampling of the vertical velocity fields (i.e., aliasing high frequency gravity waves and

turbulent motions). E2000, showed that the enhanced vertical dispersion occurred even if

the trajectory calculation was made at the same time resolution as the GCM. They
concluded that the vertical velocities and their interpolation to the trajectory points were

too noisy and thus generated the excessive vertical dispersion. The development of finite

volume GCMs [Lin 1997] has improved the vertical motion representation so we will

revisit E2000's conclusion in this paper.

Below we will use the age spectrum generated using the trajectory method mainly as a

diagnostic of the transport for a number of different assimilated meteorological and GCM

data sets. The age spectrum can be used to compute the mean age, and these mean ages

can be compared to observations as discussed in Hall et al. [1999]. As mentioned above,

Hall et al. [1999] reported that models tend to underestimate the atmospheric age in the



lowerstratosphere(15-30km) at all latitudescomparedto CO2andSF6 estimates of the

mean ages. However, the mean age only gives one piece of information about the age

spectrum, and for a very skewed or multi-modal spectrum, the mean age poorly

represents the transport information available in the age spectrum. As a case in point,

examination of the spectrum produced in this study shows that some of the

meteorological data sets produce reasonable mean ages despite obviously incorrect age

spectra. In general, we will show that assimilated meteorological variables do not do a

good job characterizing the lower stratospheric transport due to excessive ventilation of

the tropics. On the other hand, the GCM we tested showed excellent transport
characteristics. These results have broad important implications for assessments of the

impact of natural and anthropogenic changes in trace gas concentrations on stratospheric

composition and chemistry.

2. The Trajectory Generated Age-Spectrum

There are two types of trajectory models: diabatic and kinematic. The diabatic model

describes parcels that are transported along isentropic surfaces by the large-scale wind

field and moved across isentropic surfaces by the net diabatic heating. (The diabatic

model becomes adiabatic or isentropic if the heating rate is set to zero.). In a kinematic

trajectory model the horizontal transport of parcels takes place on pressure surfaces and

the vertical motion across these surfaces is generated by the omega field (dp/dt). Ideally,

the results of kinematic and diabatic models would be the same, but Danielson et al.

[1961], using gridded analyses, first noted that noise in the omega field (a,'=dp/dt, where

p is pressure), computed from the mass continuity equation, leads to very large errors in

trajectory positions. Danielson obtained much more realistic results by constraining the

parcels to move adiabatically. (Note also that even if the analyses fields were perfect,
small differences in the formulation, combined with numerical inaccuracies, would lead

to some small differences between the diabatic and kinematic methods.)

With the advent of regular gridded assimilated meteorological observations over the last

fifteen years, trajectory models have increasingly been used to provide an assessment of

the transport characteristics of the atmosphere especially the stratosphere. The accuracy

of short-term trajectory calculations has been tested using observations, and for time

scales of less than a week, trace gas anomalies computed using individual trajectories can

be linked directly to observations (e.g. Waugh et al. [1994]). For longer time scales, the

accuracy of an individual trajectory becomes questionable mainly due to the accumulated

uncertainty in the meteorological fields [Schoeberl and Sparling, 1995]. This means that

only the statistical properties of the trace gas fields calculated from longer trajectory

integrations can be related to observations [Schoeberl et al., 2002, Rosenfield and

Schoeberl, 2002, Manney et al., 1994].

If the trace gas distributions determined from long trajectory integrations are to provide a

realistic statistical description of those in the real atmosphere, the analyzed

meteorological fields must provide an unbiased representation of the flow. For example,

if the divergent component of the analyzed dataset were excessive, the modeled trace gas
distributions would not maintain the correct correlations with the potential vorticity field



overlongperiods.While thereis evidencethatmostassimilatedanalysesareaccurate
enoughfor short-termintegrations,theaccumulationof smallerrorsin theseanalyses
resultin significantbiasesin tracegasdistributionsover longerperiods,asseenin
chemical-transportmodel(CTM) studiesof long-livedspecies[e.g.Douglasset. al.
2002]. Biasesin theanalyzedcirculationfields canexacerbatethosebiasesthat arise
from inaccuratetransportschemesin CTM's [E2000]. A centralobjectiveof thispaperis
to diagnosetheprocessby whichthesebiasesaremanifested.

Theapproachtakenis to comparetheagespectrumfor severalmeteorologicaldatasetsat
selectedpoints. Theagespectrumis computedby releasing39,600parcelsalongazonal
band(to relateto thezonalmeanagespublishedin, for example,Hall et al. [ 1999])1°
latitudewideand 10K in potentialtemperaturedepth. Threereleaselocationsareused:0
N, 460K;40N 440K;70N 440K(seeTable 1).Thetrajectorymodel is integrated
backwardfor 3000daysstartingJan1,2001. Theparcelensembleis evaluatedevery10
days,andparcels1/2km belowthelocal tropopauseareremoved.This procedureis the
sameasthatusedto evaluatelong-termeffluentaircrafteffectsin Schoeberlet al. [2000].
Thoseauthorsalsoexaminedtheeffectof terminatingtheparceltrajectoriesat lower
altitudes.Loweringtheremovalheightproducedonly averysmalloffset in theage
spectrumdemonstratingthatparcelsrapidlymixeddownwardoncetheyenterthe
troposphere.Polewardof 15° thePV valueof2.0e-6 K m2/kg/sis usedto diagnosethe
tropopause.Equatorwardof 15°, thetropopauseisdeterminedto be thelowerof the
heightof thetemperatureminimumortheheightof the380K isentrope.Theseheights
arecomputedusingsplineinterpolationof thetemperaturefield ontoagrid with 100m
verticalspacing.

Theagespectrum,G, is computed by generating a histogram of parcel ages. The

histogram is then integrated and normalized so that the fG(t)dt = 1. There is some

ambiguity in the estimate of G(t) because for many experiments not all the parcels have

left the stratosphere after 3000 days of integration. We overcome this problem by fitting

the distribution to an exponential decay rate for the last four years to extend the spectrum

until no parcels remain in the stratosphere. This procedure is suggested by the long-time

approximation of the Green's function for the diffusion problem [Hall and Plumb, 1994,

Eq. 21]

2.1 The GCM model and the DAS

For these experiments, two DAS models were tested: the United Kingdom

Meteorological Office (UKMO) model [Swinbank and O'Neill, 1994], and the Finite-

Volume Data Assimilation System (FVDAS) model. The UKMO assimilation system

has provided a continuous set of data following the launch of the Upper Atmosphere

Research Satellite in September 1991. The UKMO DAS has a horizontal resolution of

3.75 ° x 2.5 ° (Ion., lat.), extends to 0.4 hPa, and the data are reported once a day. The

heating rates are not reported for UKMO so we compute these off-line as described in

Rosenfield et al. [ 1994]. These heating rates include only long and short wave fluxes.



TheFiniteVolumeGeneralCirculationModel (FVGCM) wasdevelopedin collaboration
with theNationalCenterfor AtmosphericResearch(NCAR). TheFVGCM modelusesa
flux-form semi-Lagrangiantransportscheme[Lin andRood,1996,1997]andaquasi-
Lagrangianverticalcoordinatesystem[Lin, 1997],which ensuresaccuraterepresentation
of transportbytheresolved-scaleflow. TheFVGCM hasahorizontalresolutionof 2.5°
x 2° (Ion.,lat.), extendsto 0.01hPa,andthedailyaveragedproductis availableto the
user.Physicalparameterizationsin thecurrentversionof theFVGCM arefrom the
NCAR CommunityClimateModel,Version3 (CCM3), describedby Kiehl et al. [ 1998].
A 35yearrunof theFVGCMhasbeenperformedby NASA's DataAssimilationOffice
(DAO). Note thattheFVGCM fieldscorrespondto noparticularyearunlike theDAS
fields. Our backintegrationswereperformedbytaking theyear2001to beyear11of the
FVGCMrun.

TheFiniteVolumeDataAssimilationSystem(FVDAS) is anewobservational
assimilationsystemproducedby theDAO. Thecoreof FVDAS usestheFVGCM. The
FVDAS hasthesamehorizontalresolutionastheFVGCMbut extendsonly to 0.4hPa,
andtheFVDAS fields areavailableeverysix hours. TheFVDAS assimilationsystem
usesthePhysical-SpaceStatisticalAnalysisScheme(PSAS)[Cohnet al., 1998]. Since
therewereonly two yearsof FVDAS data,1999and2000,atthetimeof this study,we
havecreatedanartificial periodic"year1999"datasetwhich is oneyearandonemonth
in length,by smoothlynudgingthedataatthebeginningof 1999sothatit mergeswith
thenbeginningof year2000. Thisperiodicform of theFVDAS datawasusedfor the
longintegrationsneededto producetheagespectrum.Thediabaticheatingratesfor the
FVDAS includelatentheatreleaseaswell astheheatingdueto shortwaveandlong
waveflux convergenceof radiation.

Thekinematictrajectorymodelusesthesamebasetrajectorycodeasthediabaticmodel
[Schoeberlet al.,2000]exceptthattheomegafield is usedto movetheparticles
vertically,insteadof thediabaticheating.BoththeUKMO andDAO provideomegaasa
diagnosticfrom their assimilationsystems,but therearesomedifferencesin both the
methodsusedto calculateomegain thetwo systemsandin theaveragingapplied. The
UKMO system is like most present GCM models, in that the vertical velocities are

determined numerically, using the horizontal mass divergence and an "omega-equation"

approach. In order to suppress the noise, temporal smoothing is applied before omega is

used in the trajectory calculation. In the FVDAS (and FVGCM), omega is calculated in a

different manner. Lin (1997) describes the use of a quasi-Lagrangian vertical coordinate,

where the fluid equations are solved on material surfaces, from which a direct

computation of vertical velocity is made: it is simply the rate of change of mean pressure

of the grid box. This approach leads to a much smoother omega field that is less prone to

numerical round-off errors than traditional approaches.

To link our results to chemical transport experiments, we have computed the age

spectrum using the 3D chemical transport model (CTM) [Douglass et al., 2001] using the

winds and temperatures from UKMO DAS. The CTM does not use the time smoothed

omega fields from the assimilation, but computes omega from the divergence equation

using the assimilated u and v fields to insure mass conservation. To compute the age



spectrum,weplacedapassivetracersourceat 200hPafrom 5°Sto 5°N. Thethicknessof
thesourceregionis about60hPa. After thefirst monthof integration,thesourceis
tumedoff, andatracersink from 5°Sto 5°N is createdat thegroundby specifyingthe
mixing ratio to bezero. TheCTM is run from Jan 1, 1992 to July 1, 1997. This a shorter

period than the trajectory runs, but it is long enough to produce an accurate age spectrum
as will be shown below. We have also used the CTM to compute the mean ages for the

FVGCM and FVDAS, with an SF6 - type experiment [Hall et al., 1999]. In this

experiment we use a time increasing passive tracer source like SF6 to compute the mean

age directly. Table 1 summarizes all the experiments.

General comparison of the trajectory and CTM results with observations can be made

using the mean age computed using SF6 and CO2 observations. Here we use the lower

stratospheric mean age reported by Hall et al. [ 1999] as indicated in the Obs. category in

Table 1 and shown in Fig. 9.

Table 1. Summary of the experiments performed for this study. The columns of the table denote the

experiment name, followed by the characteristics (kinematic or diabatic trajectories, or other techniques;
the latitude and potential temperature of the reference point; the meteorological datasets used) and showing

the mean age calculated in the experiment.

Exp.
460 0du

T_cpe
Diabatic

Lat. (deg N)

0

Initial PT

460K

Met. Fields

UKMO
Mean age (yr)
2.2

460 0ku Kinematic 0 460K UKMO 0.74

460 0da Diabatic 0 460K FVDAS 2.3

460 0ka Kinematic 0 460K FVDAS 0.86

Kinematic 0 460K FVGCM 0.92

Pulse Exp, 460K

m

460_0kg
CTM UKMO0

CTM SF6 0 460K FVDAS 0.43

CTM SF6 0 460K FVGCM 0.84

0

40

Obs.

460 40du Diabatic

460 40ku Kinematic 40

460 40da Diabatic 40

-..460K

440K

1.1

2.7UKMO

440K UKMO 1.8

440K FVDAS 2.9

40Kinematic FVDAS460 40ka

460_40kg
CTM

440K 1.6

Kinematic 40 440K FVGCM 1.9

Pulse 40 440K UKMO 1.36

CTM SF6 40 440K FVDAS 1.47

CTM SF6 40 440K FVGCM 2.42

Obs

440 70du Diabatic UKMO

-440K

440K

460 70ka

40

70

440 70ku Kinematic 70 440K UKMO 2.3

440-70da Diabatic 70 440K FVDAS. 3.8

Kinematic 70 440K FVDAS 2.6

440_70kg Kinematic 70 440K FVGCM 3.5
CTM Pulse 70 440K UKMO 1.52

CTM SF6 70 440K FVDAS 1.95

CTM 70

70

FVGCMSF6 440K

-440KObs.

3.72

4-4.5



3. Results

3.1 Tropics

Figure 1 shows a snap shot of the five equatorial trajectory simulations (Table 1, Exps.

460 0..) after 50 and 200 days of backward integration. (Note that since these are

back-ward integrations, Fig. lb shows descending relative to the Fig. la. In a forward

integration the parcels would be rising in response to tropical heating.)

The two diabatic simulations, using assimilated winds from UKMO and the FVDAS,

show parcels rapidly moving to middle latitudes after 50 days. The diabatic distributions

are generally similar even after 200 days although the FVDAS integration is beginning to

show an upward plume in the north polar region not seen in the UKMO case. In contrast,

the UKMO and FVDAS kinematic integrations show large vertical dispersion of parcels

after 50 days; some parcels have already moved into the troposphere and have been

removed from the model. Strikingly, the FVGCM kinematic integration shows almost no

meridional or vertical dispersion after 50 days and the distribution is still confined to

middle and low latitudes after 200 days, while the four DAS experiments have moved

parcels to the polar regions.

Figure 2 shows the age spectrum for these simulations as well as the CTM results. In

combination with Fig. 1, interpretation of these spectra is straightforward. First, there is

almost no offset from zero age for the UKMO and FVDAS kinematic calculations. The

lack of offset is due to the strong vertical dispersion shown in Fig. 1 that puts parcels into

the troposphere almost immediately. The net result of this dispersion is to bias the mean

age toward the young side. Remarkably the other simulations all show nearly the an
offset value of about six months. The strong zonal mean dispersion of parcels is

equivalent to diffusion in a 2D sense since it implies rapid vertical mixing of fluid

elements. From the vertical dispersion of the parcels shown in Fig. 1 we estimate an

equivalent 2D vertical diffusion rate of Mm2/sec. This rapid vertical dispersal of parcels

is 50 times larger than the observational constraints imposed by, for example, water

vapor observations [Mote et al., 1998] and is thus unrealistic.

The modal peaks of the tropical spectra calculated from the diabatic trajectory

calculations are in good agreement with each other and with the FVGCM calculation.

The strong vertical dispersion of the kinematic trajectory parcels is not present in the
diabatic calculations. This difference between diabatic and kinematic trajectories is

consistent with the results obtained by Mahowold et al. [2002]. They showed that a

hybrid isentropic-sigrna coordinate system (isentropic in the stratosphere) produced

reduced vertical diffusion compared to the sigma-only model.

Away from the peaks, the age spectra generated by the diabatic trajectories using the

DAS winds show long tails compared to the FVGCM. The explanation for this is also

seen in Fig. 1. The diabatic assimilations show virtually no tropical barrier to transport

and thus rapidly mix mid-latitude air and tropical air. This mixing process brings in older



mid-latitudeair into thetropicalparceldistributionproducinga longtail on theage
spectrum.Ventilation of thetropicsalsoincreasestheageof thewholesystembecause
parcelscancirculatebetweenthetropicsandmid-latitudes,ascendinganddescending,
increasingtheir stratosphericlifetime. Thiseffectwasalsonotedin the"leaky tropical
pipe" modelof NeuandPlumb[1999]. In contrastwith theDAS simulations,tropicalair
in theFVGCM is equatoriallyconfined,sothetail of theFVGCM agespectrafallsoff
morerapidly.

Within the longtailsof thediabaticDAS agespectra,therearepeaksroughly linedup
with thelatewinter periodsin thenorthernandsouthernhemispheres.FortheFVDAS
casethepeaksareregularanddecreasingin amplitudebecausewearerecyclingoneyear
of data. This isnot trueof theUKMO simulations; particularly dramatic is the peak at

three years in the UKMO diabatic experiment. This peak is -20% the size of the modal

peak. Figure 3 shows the time series of the lower stratosphere, equatorial, diabatic

heating rate used by the UKMO diabatic trajectory code. Note the higher diabatic

heating values for the winter of 1998 corresponding to colder tropopause temperatures.

The enhanced diabatic heating would correspond to increased injection of air and

increase the amount of lower stratospheric air with that age, as is seen in the spectrum.

To check whether this 1997/8 heating is responsible for the peak, we ran a second

trajectory integration starting on Jan 1, 2000 (one year earlier). The results of this

integration are not shown, but the secondary large peak for that integration appears one

year earlier as would be expected if the peak were due to the higher heating rate in

1997/8.

The CTM tracer pulse generated age spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. This spectrum also

shows a lack of offset and an early modal peak as expected since the CTM vertical

motion is computed from the divergence of UKMO wind fields and is more or less

equivalent to the kinematic trajectory calculation. The CTM age spectrum decays more

slowly than the kinematic trajectory computation. We hypothesize that the slower decay

of the CTM spectrum is a result of transport-algorithm diffusion across grid cells (see

E2000). The transport scheme will diffuse tracer between grid cells thus sharp gradients

in the age will be reduced and this will have the effect of erasing the structure of the age

spectrum.

Mean age comparisons with observations will be discussed below with the presentation

of Fig. 9, but it is appropriate to comment here on the discrepancy between the mean ages

shown in Fig. 2. The mean ages of the FVGCM, the CTM and the kinematic trajectory

spectra all are in reasonable agreement; however, the diabatic mean ages are nearly a year
older than the other simulations. The diabatic trajectory mean ages are old because of the

long spectral tails produced by the lack of a tropical barrier, and the presence of an age

offset in the front of the spectrum. The FVGCM age is younger than the diabatic ages,

even though it also has an age offset, simply because the spectral tail is shorter. In the

case of the kinematic trajectories and the CTM, the vertical dispersion of the parcels both

shorten the spectral tail and remove the offset. The kinematic trajectory calculations also

display a lack of a tropical barrier, but it is the enhanced vertical dispersion that mitigates

that result of tropical ventilation. In other words, even though the DAS meteorological



fieldslackatropical transportbarrier,thekinematictrajectoryandCTM calculations
havesomuchverticaldispersionthatthetropicaltransporteffectis masked,andthe
resultis areasonablemeanage.Usingdiabaticheatingratesratherthantheomegafield
clearlysuppressestheexcessiveverticaldispersion,but it doesnot solvetheproblemof
excessiveventilationof thetropics.

Thelackof atropical transportbarrierin theDAS is unrealistic.Tropical tracegas
observationsshowthattheregionisweakly isolatedfrom mid-latitudesjust abovethe
tropopausewith anincreasingamountof isolationwith altitudeinto themid-stratosphere
[AvalloneandPrather,1996,Minshwaneret al., 1996;Volk, et al., 1996;Mote al., 1998;
TrepteandHitchman,1993;Grantet al., 1996;Schoeberletal., 1997]. Thevery
existenceof thequasi-biennialoscillation(QBO)requiresisolationof thetropical region
frommid-latitudes[Dunkerton,1991,Baldwinet al.,2001]. ThusFVGCM represents
the isolationof thetropicalstratospheremostrealistically.

3.2Mid-latitudes

Figure4 showsthesnapshotsof themid-latituderelease(Table1,Exps.440_40..)at 50
and200daysbackintegration.At 50daystheUKMO andFVDAS kinematic
experimentagainshowlargeverticalparceldispersion.Thetwo diabaticexperiments
showlessverticaldispersionbutdoshowparcelsextendingalongpotentialtemperature
surfacesinto thetropics. TheDAS experimentsall showmoredispersionthanthe
FVGCMexperiment.At 200daysall theDAS experimentsshowparcelsextendinginto
thehigh southernlatitudeswheretheFVGCMparcelsareconfinedmostlyto thenorthern
latitudesandthetropics.

After 200days,two diabaticDAS experimentsdiffer athighnorthernlatitudes. The
FVDAS (thirdpanel)showsmoreparcelsmovedto higheraltitudesthanUKMO (first

panel). Figure 5 shows a plot of the 70°N heating rates and assimilated temperatures for
the UKMO and FVDAS. Note that the UKMO heating rates are diagnosed from the

temperature field while the FVDAS is a model output product. Fig. 5 shows that the high

altitude summer heating (above 35 km) in the UKMO DAS has a higher magnitude and

extends over a longer time period than the FVDAS, and the FVDAS net heating fields

show cooling almost throughout the entire summer period. This means that there will be

more descent for the FVDAS parcels. From a back trajectory viewpoint, this means

FVDAS parcels will be lofted higher than UKMO parcels which explains the plume of

upward moving parcels in Fig. 4b (third panel). We note that the UKMO temperature

fields are slightly cooler than the FVDAS. The cooler temperatures would reduce the net

cooling rate since the cooler temperatures are closer to radiative equilibrium. It should be

noted that these kinds of polar transport differences between the two DAS fields will

produce quite different estimates in the chemical composition in the polar vortex

[Rosenfield and Schoeberl, 2001].

Figure 6 shows the age spectrum for the mid-latitude release experiments. Compared to

Fig. 2, the spectra are very broad, as might be expected since parcels released in mid-

latitudes will have to enter the tropics to be removed (in the back-trajectory sense).



Becauseof the longertravelpaths,thereis increasedopportunityfor parcelsto be
circulatedin andoutof thetropicswhichwill havetheeffectof broadeningthespectrum
evenfurther.As with thetropicalcase,thereis almostnooffset for theUKMO and
FVDAS kinematicexperiments.Againthis isclearlytheresultof thestrongvertical
dispersionof parcels(Fig. 6a)whichunrealisticallyenterthetroposphereat mid-latitudes
giving low agevalues.Fig. 6(alsoTable1)showsthatthetwo diabaticexperimentsare
quiteclosein their estimatesof themeanage,butbotharenearlyayearolderthanthe
otherexperiments.Again,we seethecompensatingeffectsin theDAS experimentsof
verticaldispersion,whichtendsto makethemeanageyoungerdueto lack of anage
offset. To repeattheimportantconclusionfrom theprevioussection:Both biasesfrom
bothverticalandhorizontaldispersionareplayingarolein thekinematicexperiments,
but in thediabaticexperimentsonly biasesfromhorizontaldispersionaresignificant.
TheFVGCMshowsreducedlevelsof bothhorizontalandverticaldispersion.

Finally wenotethattheCTM resultproducestheyoungestmeanageandthesmoothly
decayingagespectrumwith no significantsecondarypeaks.In contrast,theyearthree
peakin theUKMO diabaticspectrumis now nearlyaslargeasthemodalpeak.This
suggestsat leasttwo pathwaysfor parcelsto reachthe40° latitude,astraightpathfrom
thetropics,andahigheraltitudepath. Multiple pathsaresuggestedby theresultsof
observationalresultsof Andrewsetal. [2001]andthemodelingstudyof Schoeberlet al.
[2000].

3.3Polar

Figure7 showsthesnapshotsof thepolar releaseafter200days.Becauseof thestronger
temperaturevariationwith longitude,the440K releasetakesplaceoverawider altitude
rangethanthemid-latitudeandtropicalexperiments.In mostotherrespectstheparcel
dispersionis similar to themid-latitudeexperimentexcepttheDAS experimentsshowa
little lesscrosstropicalpenetrationafter200days. Thetwo diabaticassimilationsdiffer,
asbefore,in theappearanceof astrongupwardplumein thepolar regionfor theFVDAS
comparedto UKMO. This featurewasdiscussedthelastsection.

Figure8showstheagespectrumfor thepolarexperiment.TheUKMO and FVDAS

kinematic spectra again show the lack of offset. Even though the release is at high

latitudes the vertical dispersion quickly propels some parcels across the tropopause. All

of the trajectory age spectra (except the CTM) show the lack of a clear modal peak

characteristic of the previous experiments, and the spectral decay rates are so slow that it

may not be possible to define a mean age. (G(x) must decay faster than 1/t for the mean

age integral to converge.) The lack of a large modal peak is consistent with the findings

of Rosenfield and Schoeberl [2001] that polar air consists of both air that has descended

from high altitudes and air that has been entrained by the formation of the vortex. This

simply means that there are many paths air parcels can take into the vortex. Note that the

three-year age peak, seen in the FVDAS mid-latitude and tropical simulations, has now

become the modal peak.

3.5 Comparison of mean ages



Figure9 showstheCTM computedmeanagefor theFVDAS andtheFVGCM, the
trajectorycomputedmeanagesfor theexperimentsshownin Table 1alongwith ages
computedfrom ER-2observationsof CO2[Boeringetal., 1996]andSF6[Elkinset al.
1996]from Hall et al. [1999]. Theobservedagesreferencedto themeantropical
tropopauseandarethusconsistentwith thecomputedagesshownhere.

As notedabove,thetropicalDAS andFVGCMkinematictrajectorymeanagesagree
fairly well with eachotherandwith theobservations;however,theDAS diabatic
trajectoryagesaretoo old. Thereis alsogoodagreementbetweentheFVGCM kinematic
trajectorymeanageandtheFVGCMCTM meanage. Interestingly,theFVDAS CTM
meanageis fairly young,andis not in agreementwith theFVDAS kinematicmeanage-
althoughtheyareclose.Theexplanationfor this differenceis notevident. We notealso
thattheUKMO CTM pulseexperimentactuallygivesanolderagethanthekinematic
trajectoryexperiment(Table1). One possible explanation is that the steady increasing

source gas method of determining the mean age is not equivalent to the pulse method due

to the gradient dependent numerics of the transport scheme. Grid cell diffusion would

create slightly older ages in the pulse CTM experiment as older air diffuses into tropical

cells toward the end of the integration period. On the other hand in the pulse experiment,

the cell diffusion would always reduce the vertical gradient in the tropics increasing the

SF6 values in the cells which would be interpreted as younger air. It is clear that further

study of the numerics of the transport schemes, as in E2000, is warranted.

Comparing mid-latitudes mean ages, all of the results show too young mean ages

compared to observations; however, the diabatic calculations show better agreement than

the kinematic calculations. From the results presented above, the young mid-latitude

ages for the kinematic DAS calculations are a result of the rapid dispersion of parcelsin

the vertical. The relatively older ages for the diabatic DAS calculations are a result of the

suppression of this vertical dispersion, but the diabatic ages are still too young because of
excessive circulation of air into the mid-latitudes from the tropics. It is clear that an even

older mean age could be achieved if the tropical barrier was not as permeable because

parcels would have to ascend to enter the tropics at higher altitudes and then descend

again to the tropopause which would increase their age. However, increasing the tropical

barrier strength does not automatically increase the age gradient [Neu and Plumb, 1999],

in addition, the strength of the stratospheric circulation would have to weaken to increase

the mean age. Finally, we note that despite the reduced vertical dispersion of parcels in

the FVGCM tropical experiments, vertical parcel dispersion appears to still play a role in

reducing the mean age at mid-latitudes.

Moving to higher latitudes, we have good agreement between observations, the diabatic

trajectories and the FVGCM results. This result suggests that the FVGCM and the

diabatic trajectories calculations show fairly good agreement with observations. The
isolation of the vortex in the FVGCM is well maintained. Figure 7 also shows that few

FVGCM parcels directly enter the troposphere so the age spectrum is not contaminated

by dispersal of parcels directly across the tropopause.



Thereis nocorrespondingCTM DASexperimentin this studywhich usesdiabatic
heatingto movethetracegasverticallyalthoughsuchmodelshavebeendeveloped
[Chipperfield,1999]. Our trajectoryresultpredictsthatdiabatictransportusing
assimilatedwindswill producemucholder tropicalagesdueto tropical - mid-latitude
exchange.

3.6TropicalPV flux

As a final checkonour resultthattheDAStropicsareexcessivelyventilated,andto
guaranteethatthis is not aresultof somenumericalproblemthetransportcalculations,
Figure10showstheJanuaryzonalmeanmodifiedpotentialvorticity flux (v'q, ')

(q,,' = q (0/00) -9/2, where q is potential vorticity and 0 is potential temperature, the prime

indicates zonal mean perturbation, Lait [1994]). The result is typical for January. The

FVGCM shows weak tropical MPV fluxes above the tropopause, while the FVDAS

shows comparatively larger fluxes reaching into the tropics. The larger MPV fluxes are

consistent with the signature of excessive tropical - mid-latitude exchange, and since the

FVGCM is the dynamical core of the assimilation system, the excessive fluxes must be

originating from the assimilation processes.

The existence of the anomalous tropical PV fluxes suggests excessive EP flux

convergence in the tropical region. The flow deceleration associated with the flux

convergence would increase the upwelling circulation and increase the overall

stratospheric overturning rate. Thus both the weak tropical barrier along with a faster

overturning rate would bias the mid-latitude mean age toward the young side.

4.0 Summary and Discussion

From the comparison of DAS and GCM age spectra using trajectory and CTM methods
we have concluded:

1) Even using the same meteorological data set, the trajectory computed mean ages

can differ by a year of more depending on whether the trajectory vertical transport

is kinematic or diabatic. This conclusion is similar to the findings of E2000.

2) The CTM's and the kinematic trajectory models using DAS fields produce too

much vertical dispersion as evidenced by lack of an age spectrum offset at all

latitudes and by comparison with the diabatic trajectory calculations. This lack of

offset shills the mean age toward younger values.

3) The DAS meteorological fields excessively ventilate the tropics as evidenced by

the long tail in the diabatic trajectory age spectra. The ventilation of the tropics

allows the mixing of older air into the tropics and younger air into mid-latitudes.

Neither observations nor dynamical considerations support the rapid tropical -

mid-latitude exchange generated by the DAS meteorological analyses.



4) The diabatic and kinematic trajectory age spectra show considerable structure in

the DAS calculations. These features can be linked to annual and inter-annual

variability in the tropical heating rate. The age spectrum structure becomes more

pronounced at middle and high latitudes. The presence of this structure calls into

question the stationarity assumption in deriving the Green's function.

Interestingly, the CTM produced spectra show almost no structure which we

attribute to be a result of transport model diffusion.

5) The age offset and tropical ventilation compensate in the kinematic experiments

to produce reasonable mean ages in the tropics. This underlines the danger of

simply using the mean age as a diagnostic of the circulation. In the mid-latitude

and polar regions, the vertical dispersion and tropical exchange work together to

produce a very young mean age.

6) If the vertical dispersion of particles seen in the kinematic calculations is reduced

through the use of diabatic transport, then the tropical mean age is increased by

about a year to an unrealistically high value. This is because of the excessive

meridional dispersion - the basic lack of a tropical barrier to transport in the DAS,

as discussed in Point (3).

7) Transport in the FVGCM appears to be more realistic than in the assimilated

datasets, even using the kinematic trajectories. The tropical age spectrum shows a

reasonable offset and the polar mean age appears to be closer to observations.

This result, combined with the results in E2000, suggests that the FVGCM

formulation produces more realistic vertical wind fields and improved tropical

isolation. Comparing the potential vorticity fields generated by the FVGCM and

FVDAS, it appears that the ventilation of the tropics is due to the assimilation

process since it is not present in the assimilation core GCM.

8) The CTM experiments generally agree with the kinematic trajectory experiments

except for the following points: (a) The trajectory experiments show significant

structure or anomalies in the age spectrum which is not seen in the CTM

spectrum. These anomalies in the spectral tail can be traced to the year-to-year

variability in the tropical vertical heating rate. (b) The smoothness of the CTM

spectrum suggests additional numerical diffusion is present in the transport

scheme that erases the spectrum anomaly structure. It is possible that this extra

smoothing creates additional biases in the age spectrum.

Do these results mean that the assimilation analyses are not suitable for stratospheric

transport studies? For long-term studies, the answer is probably yes. For short term

calculations (weeks - months) the biases are probably not as important although specific

tropical - mid-latitude exchange events may show excessive transport.

Another important consideration is the impact of the transport biases we have found on

chemical assimilation. Since no observing system will retrieve all the stratospheric

constituents, many species will be transported without an observational update. For



example,someof thehalocarbonsourcegaseswill not beobservedby anycurrentor
plannedsatellitesystem.As thechemicalassimilationmodelruns,thesegaseswill be
movedto mid-latitudesandhigh latitudestoorapidly. Thustheinorganicchlorine,for
example,will beunderestimatedsincethesourcegaseswill nothavetime to photolyze.

Thefailureof theDAS to maintainthetropicalbarrierto transport in the lower

stratosphere appears to be due to the assimilation process. Clearly the GCM is being

torqued heavily by the observations and the model is responding with increased wave

activity. The dissipation of those waves is probably creating additional, unrealistic

tropical ventilation, and may also be accelerating the overall transport circulation through

the input of easterly momentum input into the tropics. (The easterly eddy acceleration

increases the zonal mean tropical upwelling wave forcing as is seen in the easterly shear

phase of the quasi-biennial oscillation.) It is clear from the work of Neu and Plumb

[1999] that increasing tropical barrier and a slow down of the overall tropical circulation
are both needed to increase the absolute trace mean age in the lower, mid-latitude

stratosphere. This line of reasoning suggests that improvements in the model tropical

physics will likely reduce the assimilation generated Rossby waves and improve the

overall DAS transport characteristics.
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Figure 1. The distribution of parcels 50 days (part a) and 200 days (part b) after the

beginning of the back trajectory calculation (Dt = -50, -200 days). The lower thin white
lines show the zonal mean altitude of the tropopause, the upper thin white line shows the

zonal mean altitude of the 380K isentrope. The short thin vertical gray line segment at 20

km in each figure over the equator shows the initial position of the parcels. Gray scale

indicate zonal mean temperature. Parcels are shown as white dots. The far left panel

shows the results using the UKMO DAS wind fields, diabatic trajectories (UKM D). The

next panel (left to right) uses the same wind fields, but is a kinematic trajectory

calculation UKM K.). The third panel uses the FVDAS wind fields and diabatic

trajectories (FVDAS D.). The fourth panel uses the FVDAS with kinematic trajectory

calculation (FVDAS K.). The fifth panel shows the kinematic trajectory calculation using

the FVGCM (FVGCM K.). The percent of parcels remaining in the stratosphere at the

time are indicated in each panel.
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Figure 2 The normalized age spectrum for the tropical experiments (Table 1). UKM D.

indicates diabatic trajectories using the UKMO DAS. UKM K is the kinematic

trajectory calculation. FVDAS D is the diabatic trajectory calculation using the FVDAS

data set, and FVDAS K is the kinematic calculation. FVGCM is the GCM calculation

using kinematic trajectories. Small arrows locate the mean ages. The thick line indicates

the CTM age spectrum using UKMO DAS.
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Figure7 As in Figurelb exceptfor areleaseat 70°N.
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Figure 8 The age spectrum for the 70 ° N release experiment. See Figure 2 for details.
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Figure 9. Summary of mean ages from models and observations. Dashed line is mean

age estimated from the CTM using FVDAS winds. Solid line is mean age estimated from

the CTM using FVGCM winds. Both mean ages are derived from an SF6 type increasing

tracer experiment. Trajectory and CTM pulse experiment age estimates are indicated in

the legend and are shown as symbols connected with lines. Mean ages from ER-2

observations of CO2 and SF6 are indicated by symbols from Hall et al. [1999]. All mean

ages are taken from the tropopause.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the tropical zonal mean MPV flux for January 2000 in the

FVDAS (upper panel) and January for a year in the FVGCM (lower panel). Units are 10-

6 K m3/kg/s 2 . The dashed line shows the zonal mean 380K potential temperature surface.

The dotted line is the zonal mean tropopause.


